PANOS brands Giving Back with

&

Donation for Milk & Cookies Break at Mt. Sinai Hospital, Brooklyn
Rochelle Park, N.J., June 9, 2020 – PANOS brands®, is a unique collection of food products in the
organic, ethnic, vegetarian, restricted diet, and gourmet food categories, while capturing consumer
culinary trends such as plant-based, better-for-you, free from, and convenience. At PANOS brands we
also value giving back. Recently we assembled a Community Support Taskforce (CoSup) to identify
Covid-19 specific ways of giving back.
As a result, on May 27th we donated 240 servings of Better Than Milk® drinks and over 4,000 MI-DEL®
cookies to the staff at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Brooklyn, NY, as a way of saying thank you to healthcare
heroes. To get a glimpse of the event highlights you can view our short YouTube video clip here
https://youtu.be/bzQ4lIUHUHU. "I'm truly thankful and proud of my PANOS team for their efforts in
making this donation a success. The nurses who greeted the PANOS team were so appreciative, and
said they'd never been so excited in their adult lives for a milk and cookies break!", said Darcy
Zbinovec, Chief Executive Officer.

Better Than Milk organic drinks are gluten free, dairy free, vegan and Non-GMO Project Verified.
Made from fresh Italian mountain spring water, Better Than Milk plant-based beverages come in
delicious Almond, Oat and Rice varieties, and only use responsibly sourced and fully sustainable
packaging. Also, we care a lot about the environment, so our cartons are FSC certified, and the plastic
caps are bio-based made from sugarcane (not petroleum).
MI-DEL cookies are baked to crunchy perfection. For almost 70 years, MI-DEL has been satisfying the
appetites of small and big kids alike who want cookies that simply taste delicious. MI-DEL’s story began
in 1947 when Samuel Midel sought to provide his family simple, wholesome, great tasting Swedishstyle snaps. As a pioneer in the gluten free cookie category, MI-DEL is a brand consumers know and
trust, including MI-DEL gluten free pie crusts, great tasting allergen safe, non-GMO verified pie crusts.
About PANOS brands
PANOS brands is a consumer food products company that manages a unique portfolio of shelf-stable
and perishable specialty food brands across multiple categories and channels. PANOS is an acronym
that precisely defines the company’s mission to offer Premium, Authentic, Natural, Organic, and
Specialty foods throughout the world. True to its namesake — the ancient Greek word for torch — we
like to think of our brands as a beacon for consumers who are increasingly demanding a wide spectrum
of quality, better-for-you specialty foods. PANOS brands products can be found at most natural,
specialty and traditional grocery stores nationwide. For more information visit www.PANOSbrands.com

